Rockets For Schools in Sheboygan Wisconsin is looking for teams for our 2020 launch.
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You are invited to join us in 2020
Rockets for Schools is your opportunity to experience the challenge and excitement of building and launching a six foot tall high-powered rocket. The payload your team designs and builds will be rocketed to an altitude of 3,500 feet and recovered for your post flight analysis.

Over 5,760 students have already flown rockets with us - we invite you to be one of them!

OPEN TO ALL STUDENTS 6TH THROUGH 12TH GRADE

At our Rockets For Schools event, you will:

» Build and launch a 6 foot rocket
» Design and fly a rocket payload
» Learn about rocketry principles
» Work in Mission Control
» Recover rockets after splashdown
» Track & calculate rocket trajectories
» Talk to industry professionals
» Listen to a NASA Astronaut
» Interact with hands-on NASA displays
» Explore career opportunities in Aerospace fields
» Have fun while learning

Check out our promo video at https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8gojGcqi9Kc&t=156s

This is Rocket Science

Plan to Join Us: Our Next Launch is May 8th & 9th, 2020

For More Info: Phone: (920) 458-6299
Website: www.rockets4schools.org
Email: Carol: clutz53@gmail.com
or Barb: jbbishop@charter.net